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Abstract

This Survey deals with a constantly recurring problem deals with millions of children called as Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). It occurs in a transitional stage of physical and psychological development of adults or children. Their behavior may be impulsive, abnormally overactive and easily distracted. ADHD is not a disease; it is also called as a neurobiological syndrome. Hence to find out this disorder and to cure with treatment is a necessary action. This problem can be stated as several strategies such as brain injured child, hyperkinetic child syndrome, perceptually handicapped child and deficits in attention. To analyze and diagnosis of this disorder may help to improve the emerging field to cure these syndromes. The ADHD diagnostic criteria may classify into several subtypes. Each subtype has some symptoms that will be analyzed and studied. The subtypes, risk factors, complications and coexisting conditions are discussed in detail. The various researches are made with respect to the ADHD.